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SUMMARY
The third issue of Iran in Focus brief looks at regional developments this spring,
covering the months of April, May, and June. It mainly assesses mounting tensions
between Iran and Israel amid a stalemate in the Vienna negotiations over the revival of
the JCPOA, or the Iran nuclear deal. Also, Iranian–Saudi talks in Baghdad are examined,
as well as Iran in Syria after Russia’s troop reduction there.
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Tehran emboldened by mounting Israeli–Palestinian
tensions
Spring 2022 saw the rise of tensions between regional rivals Iran and Israel, amid the
unknown destiny of the 2015 Iran nuclear deal (or the JCPOA). A rhetorical war also took
place between the two, with each side warning the other not to underestimate its
determination to confront the foe. In early April, the chief of staff of the Israeli Defense
Forces (IDF), Lieutenant-General Aviv Kochavi, said that “the readiness for action in Iran
[…] is currently in an accelerated process of preparation.” Meanwhile, Israel has faced a
new wave of attacks. Iran-backed Hamas has announced “resistance against Israel is
continuing and escalating”, portraying these attacks as a “heroic operation.” In Iran,
Kayhan, a hardline daily known as the mouthpiece of Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei,
published a piece entitled “What does the hybrid operation in Tel Aviv have to do with
Israel?”. The article read: “The occurrence of four similar operations in two weeks shows
that the story is not an emotional event limited to a few people, but an organized
movement based on popular resistance and guerrilla operations against the occupiers.”
Most Iranian hardline dailies welcomed the attacks in Israel, warning that Tel Aviv will
face more security challenges in the future. In this context, Iranian foreign ministry
spokesman Saeed Khatibzadeh stated that “Fighting the occupiers is the legitimate,
obvious and natural right of the defenseless Palestinian people.”
Also in early April, Esmail Qa’ani, the head of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps’
Quds Force (IRGC-QF), claimed that “Wherever we identify a Zionist threat, we will
harshly confront them, they are too small to confront us.” “The destruction of this
regime is gaining ground,” he added. Also, Supreme Leader Khamenei reacted to the
developments in Israel, stating that “Palestine is alive, and by God’s favor, the final
victory belongs to the people of Palestine.” Moreover, the IRGC released a statement
condemning “the attack” against Palestinian worshippers in Israeli-occupied East
Jerusalem’s Al-Aqsa Mosque. The statement also underlined that the IRGC will remain
the “main and strategic supporter of the Palestinian Intifada,” claiming that it “won’t
allow Israel and hegemony [i.e. the U.S.] to downplay the issue of Palestine as the
Islamic world’s top priority.” In a phone conversation with Ismail Haniyeh, the leader of
the Political Bureau of Hamas, Iran’s Foreign Minister Hossein Amir-Abdollahian alleged
that the “Zionist regime has weakened to an extent that it can no longer withstand the
uprising of the Palestinian people and resistance.”
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Meanwhile, an April 10 Wall Street Journal exclusive report stated that the Israeli military
has carried out more than 400 airstrikes in Syria and other parts of the Middle East
since 2017 to target Iran and its allies. “It’s not 100% a success,” said Israeli Maj.-Gen.
Amikam Norkin, adding that “[…] but without our activity, the situation here might be
much more negative.”

Mounting Iranian–Israeli Tensions and Iranian–Saudi
Talks Resuming
Later, into the second half of April, tensions between Iran and Israel were again
heightened, with an aggressive speech by President Raisi in Tehran. “If you make the
slightest move against our nation, [...] our armed forces’ destination will be the heart of
the Zionist regime”, Raisi said during a military parade to mark National Army Day. He
also claimed that “you must know that your smallest action is not hidden from our
armed forces and intelligence bodies.” Also, at around the same time, IRGC officials
issued warnings against Israel, while expressing support for Hamas-related unrest in
Israel/Palestine. According to a media report, the Islamic Republic has sent a message
to Israel via a third country, pointing out that it could strike targets inside Israel.
Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia and Iran held a fifth round of direct talks in Baghdad, after a
pause that was reportedly decided by Tehran. “Senior representatives of Iran’s Supreme
National Security Council (SNSC) and Saudi Arabia’s intelligence chief Khalid bin Ali Al
Humaidan attended the talks,” according to SNSC-affiliated NourNews. The source
alleges that the talks have been held under a “positive” atmosphere that “painted a
brighter outlook” for the future of bilateral relations. The resumption of talks took place
a few weeks after Saudi Arabia executed 81 people, who were mostly Shia. In response
to that, the Islamic Republic had demanded that Riyadh be held accountable for the
executions.

Beyond the Headlines
Iran alongside its well-organized proxies is well-positioned to impose modifications in
the balance of power on the ground. Traditionally, it has been U.S. deterrence that had
impeded Tehran to easily pursue the expansion of its influence across the region. While
there is no willingness in the Biden administration to act as a superpower in the Middle
East, the vacuum left has increased the risk of more indirect military action between
Tehran and Tel Aviv, providing both with reasons to ponder about a direct confrontation
in the future.
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The ongoing reluctance from Washington to play a more forceful role in the region has
allowed Iranian officials to reach the conclusion that they can generate more power in
the Middle East in the absence of traditional U.S. power. Also in this context, Supreme
Leader Khamenei has frequently emphasized that the West Bank must be weaponized to
resist Israel. Over the last four decades, the Islamic Republic has displayed its ability to
seize opportunities offered to it by a reluctant U.S. Consequently, it cannot be
disregarded that the Iranian authorities are looking to pursue such aims during the
Biden era, by further empowering Palestinian resistance movements against Israel. As
such, Tehran feels it can thereby project power to leverage it against its regional and
global opponents. Khamenei has always stressed that Iran must keep and extend its
“strategic depth” throughout the Middle East, which he believes would embolden the
Islamic Republic both domestically and internationally. In this context, it will be seen
how Israeli officials will address any new challenges arising from this, while the
potential for miscalculation increases between the two enemies.
In fact, tensions between Iran and Israel may be reaching a new high. In recent years,
the Islamic Republic implicitly made the decision to not respond in kind to Israeli
activities both in Syria and inside of Iran (i.e. the killing of Iranian nuclear scientists).
Today, however, Tehran is increasingly signaling that it may be keen to prove that such
passivity will not take place again, referring to “various defeats inside occupied
Palestine” and a “missile attack on Israeli targets in Erbil.”
With Iran and Israel being de facto on opposing sides in the Vienna talks, interestingly
both the success and failure of the nuclear negotiations have the capacity to put Tehran
and Tel Aviv into collision course. Indeed, Iranian authorities see Tel Aviv as one of the
most significant players in hampering the victory of Tehran in the Vienna talks. Israel’s
influential voice among U.S. decision-makers has created a situation in which the Biden
administration has been forced to be more cautious regarding providing concessions to
Iran in Vienna. For instance, while it was reported that the Biden White House is ready
to remove the IRGC from the U.S. FTO (Foreign Terrorist Organization) list, it seems such
a decision has been halted. Here, both pro-Israel circles in the U.S. as well as
Republican Party opposition arguably led to reversing Biden’s decision. (In contrast, it
seems Israel’s security establishment is not that much concerned about the possibility
of the IRGC’s delisting, as it would only be of symbolic nature.) Under such
circumstances, if the talks fail, Iran will invest more in striking Israeli interests both on
its territory and throughout the Middle East, for Israel is also likely to step up its covert
actions against Iran’s nuclear program.
In sum, there are two scenarios regarding the development of Iranian–Israeli tensions in
the wake of the Vienna talks: One, if the JCPOA talks succeed in a manner that Tel Aviv
would believe their outcome would be beneficial to Tehran, while its own security
interests not being sufficiently accounted for by Washington, then Israel may feel
compelled to take the risk to strike Iranian nuclear infrastructures in order to fulfil its
security interests, and doing so even more robustly than in the past. Two, if the Vienna
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talks fail, with Tehran believing that its political victory there has been undermined by
pro-Israel forces, then Iran may put the blame on Israel and therefore choose to
retaliate against Israeli interests, either inside Israel or beyond, and either directly or via
proxies. Both scenarios would indeed be facilitated by Biden’s approach to the Vienna
talks, which may end leaving both Israel and Iran dissatisfied.

Israel’s Alleged Double Strike Against Tehran
In late May, two important security challenges emerged for Tehran, with the accusation
that Israel was behind them. First, IRGC Colonel Hassan Sayyad Khodayari (or also
known as Khodaei), who was reportedly a senior officer in the IRGC-Quds Force’s Unit
840, was shot five times by men on a motorcycle in the heart of Tehran, thought to be a
secure area near the Iranian Parliament. It is said that Unit 840 is an operational unit
that targets the Islamic Republic’s “enemies” outside of the country. Israeli media have
claimed that Khodaei’s footprint is seen in some plots against Israeli officials and
citizens around the world. According to media reports, Tel Aviv has informed U.S.
officials that it was behind the killing in Tehran.
Second, the New York Times claims that what Iranian officials had called an “incident”
occurring in Parchin, Tehran’s most important military complex, was indeed a drone
strike, suggesting that “the attack fit a pattern of past Israeli strikes on Iran.”

Beyond the Headlines
It is not the first time that Israel has been blamed for attacks in Iran. Once again, Iranian
authorities vowed to take “hard revenge,” as President Raisi stated again. For instance,
centrist daily Jomhouri-e Eslami has stressed that Iran ought to assassinate a top
“Israeli general,” describing that as a necessary “eye for an eye.” “[So far] our actions
were not regrettable [to Israelis], otherwise they would not have repeated their attacks,”
it added. Thus, this raises the question of why the Islamic Republic has so far been
unwilling to effectively take revenge against such attacks. In fact, the most significant
reason is that Iranian authorities have a redline in their calculations, evading a full
confrontation with Israel that would subsequently suck in the United States. As the
survival of the regime is the highest priority for Iranian officials, who thereby want to
remain in power for as long as possible, they prefer to overlook the loss of some
infrastructure, military officers, or scientists – even high-ranking ones. Even in the case
of the U.S. drone killing of Gen. Qasem Soleimani, Tehran did not take serious action
despite frequent promises of taking “hard revenge.”
Moreover, Iran is likely to remain vulnerable to Israeli operations, facilitated by
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competing Iranian intelligence services and declining ideological commitment even by
those inside the system, thereby providing the ground for bribes and the like.
Although this time around one could expect Iran to deliver some kind of response, it will
not likely be as serious as Jomhouri-e Eslami has urged it to be.

Iran and Israel Warn to Bring War Onto the Other Side’s Soil
In early June, according to media reports, around 100 planes took part in Israel’s
simulation of a strike on Iran. Meanwhile, Israeli foreign minister Yair Lapid said that “If
the Iranians are bringing the war to our doorstep, then they’re going to find war at
theirs.” This took place a week after top IRGC officer Colonel Hassan Khodaei was killed
in Tehran, thought to be ordered by Tel Aviv. Also, it is said “another commander of IRGC
Quds Force unit 840 died under suspicious circumstances in Karaj,” speculating that
Colonel Ali Esmailzadeh who fell from the roof of his house had ties with the killing of
his close colleague Khodaei. IRGC-affiliated news agency Tasnim says that Esmailzadeh
has died in an incident, trying to deny any potential political dimension of his death.
Also, NourNews, the news website of Iran’s Supreme National Security Council, warned
that the provocative anti-Iranian behaviour of Israel will bring about unpredictable
events in the region, adding that the change in the “equation of power” in the region
toward Tehran favour is undeniable.

Beyond the Headlines
The rise of tensions between Tehran and Israel is also a by-product of U.S.’s
unwillingness to play its traditional role in the Middle East. Nevertheless, it seems the
Biden administration is attempting to bring about a slight shift in its foreign policy.
Recent efforts toward improving the relations with Israel and Saudi Arabia, which are
arguably a sign of concern shared in the White House that Middle East tensions could
escalate to the point of having global spill-over effects. For instance, while it was
reported that Iran and Saudi Arabia are close to normalize their relationship, the GCC’s
recent statement against Iran revealed that the current trend of intensification of
threats will not be reversed soon. On June 1, the GCC's Ministerial Council held its 152nd
session in Riyadh, and its final statement was about Iran's regional strategies and
missile program, which Tehran later starkly denounced as “destructive”, further proving
the bloc’s “strategic bewilderment.”
If the U.S. wants to reduce and control tensions, its current efforts cannot effectively
address the rise of security challenges in the region. The Biden White House is still
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suffering from the lack of a comprehensive and effective foreign policy toward the
Middle East, particularly Iran.

The Limits of Iranian Bellicose Rhetoric Against Israel
In late June, it was officially reported that two IRGC aerospace engineers have died, with
speculations that both “were not killed in accidents” as Tehran has claimed. In recent
weeks, the killing of several IRGC officers has been reported in Iran, with Tehran putting
the blame on Israel.
Meanwhile, Iranian authorities have faced criticism and questions on social media over
Israel’s apparent ability to target security officers in the heart of Iran. In a show of
defiance, former IRGC commander General Mohammad-Ali Jafari claimed that “The
Zionist regime and its officials know better what blows they have received from the
Islamic Republic so far, some of which are even still in progress as they [Zionists] are
being hit from that area.”
On his part, Israel’s Defense Minister Benny Gantz said that “In the face of Iranian
belligerence [...] what is needed is not just cooperation, but also a regional force buildup, with American leadership, which would strengthen all parties involved.”
In another new security development, Iraq’s foreign minister alleged that “Tehran has
begun to hear a new language from Baghdad, which did not exist before, noting that
Iranian interference in Iraq is unacceptable.”

Beyond the Headlines
Amid the indecision of the Biden administration regarding Iran, Israel has spared no
time and efforts toward increasing the pressure on Tehran. This includes both
operations on Iranian streets against IRGC officers as well as diplomatic attempts to
isolate the Islamic Republic in the Middle East, in an alliance with the U.S. and anti-Iran
Arab Gulf states.
In the meantime, Iranian officials are increasingly criticized by their supporters who
demand that Tehran takes revenge against Israel. In this context, Gen. Jafari’s remarks
aim to address domestic audiences, trying to boast that Iran has targeted Israelis inside
of their country. However, Iran has actually abstained from responding to the Israeli
operations in a proportionate manner as a way to avoid a full confrontation.
Notwithstanding, Israel’s new strategy to target the IRGC inside of Iran can increase the
potential of miscalculation on both sides, resulting in escalating tensions between Tel
Aviv and Tehran.
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Regarding the unprecedented comment by Iraq’s foreign minister, they are likely to have
little impact on the ground. As Tehran’s Middle Eastern policy, its so-called “axis of
resistance,” is grounded in a network of non-state actors, even a shift in Iraqi officials’
policies would not bring about a significant result on the ground, where Iran continues
to sponsor various militia groups that have sufficient power in the political and military
apparatuses of neighboring Iraq. In other words, the deep footprint of Iran-backed nonstate actors in Iraq will not allow Iraqi officials to put their “new language” into practice.
As a case in point of current power relations, we saw that Baghdad withdrew its
complaint to the UN Security Council about an IRGC missile attack on a cluster of
buildings in Erbil.

Tension with Israel Amid domestic Rivalry
On June 23, the longstanding and powerful intelligence chief of the IRGC, Hossein Ta’eb,
was dismissed by IRGC Commander-in-Chief Hossein Salami after 13 years in that
position. Ta’eb was replaced by Mohammad Kazemi, previously head of the IRGC's
Intelligence Protection Unit. The decision has been made amid the rise of tension
between Iran and Israel. Actions attributed to Israel have led to the killing of several
IRGC officers and engineers in the last month alone.
This week, a senior Biden administration officials expressed concern over the possibility
of more serious tensions between Iran and Israel. For one, Iran’s “nuclear escalation”
has triggered fears in Israel about Tehran acquiring the nuclear bomb, especially
worrisome with the prospect of the JCPOA not being revived, in which case Iran’s nuclear
programme would again be subjected to limitations and IAEA controls. Against this
backdrop, Tel Aviv has intensified its covert operations against Iran’s nuclear
infrastructure and personnel on Iranian soil. Those multiple Israeli intelligence
intrusions have created a controversy in Iran about the effectiveness of its intelligence
apparatus, which has now culminated in the replacement of the head of the IRGC’s
intelligence unit. Meanwhile, multiple current and former officials familiar with the
intelligence told CNN that Israel's ramped-up intelligence attacks against Iran “is leaving
the US largely in the dark about it.” In response, Iran has engaged in extraterritorial
activities against Israelis, such as in Turkey, and has raised its aerospace defence force
alert levels, according to one U.S. official telling CNN – “something that [U.S.] officials
have been watching for as a possible indicator that Iran may be preparing to retaliate.”
Moreover, one IRGC commander, Mohammad-Reza Hassani-Ahangar, claimed that the
death of a Defence Ministry engineer in May was the result of “industrial sabotage,” not
simply an “accident” as official comments previously suggested. Also, according to
media reports, “Turkish authorities arrested Iranians suspected of planning attacks on
Israeli tourists and businesspeople with pistols and silencers.” Tehran has rejected such
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claims, saying that Iran would respond forcefully to “assassinations and acts of
sabotage by the Zionist regime” but “without threatening the security of civilians and
the security of other countries.”

Beyond the Headlines
The conflict between Israel and Iran is significantly intensifying. There are two spotlights
that deserve to be examined.
First, inside Iran, the replacement of Ta’eb who, for 13 years, was in charge as the head
of the IRGC intelligence unit is a big change. Ta’eb had a close relationship with
Mojtabah Khamenei, the powerful son of the Supreme Leader. He had expanded his role
in recent years, restricting the footprint of the Ministry of Intelligence and even the
IRGC’s Qods Force. It can be suggested that with the failure of Ta’eb’s forces to stop
Israeli activities inside Iran, his domestic rivals have been successful to convince
Khamenei of replacing him. It should be noted that without the permission of the
Supreme Leader, IRGC commander Salami would not have dismissed Ta’eb.
Second, while the West is struggling to find a window for reviving the nuclear deal, Israel
is increasingly concerned due to the rapid advancement of the Iranian nuclear
programme. Unlike the EU and the Biden administration, Tel Aviv does not think that a
nuclear deal alone can avert Iranian “malign activities”. Even a revival of the JCPOA may
not be able to cease tensions between the Islamic Republic and Israel. Given Iran’s
nuclear advances, it remains to be seen whether limitations on Iran’s nuclear
programme will be satisfying to Israeli security interests and whether some crucial parts
of Iran’s programme won’t be contained sufficiently, including those elements that are
reflective of increased Iranian know-how.

Iran–Saudi Talks in Baghdad
In early May, the Iraqi prime minister announced that Iran and Saudi Arabia are
approaching a normalization in their ties soon. In this vein, Iran’s Foreign Ministry
spokesman Saeed Khatibzadeh said that the fifth round of talks between Tehran and
Riyadh has been positive and serious, adding that the two countries made progress.
Fada-Hossein Maleki, a member of the National Security and Foreign Policy Committee
of Iran’s Parliament, noted that restoring the relationship between Iran and Saudi
Arabia will empower the “Islamic front” against Israel in the Middle East.
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Beyond the Headlines
Arguably, U.S. policy in the Middle East has increased the Islamic Republic to influence
other areas, such as the Iranian–Saudi relationship. It is stating that Riyadh is
disappointed with the Biden White House, arguing that Saudi Arabia is left alone in
containing the Islamic Republic. It is these circumstances that pushed the Saudis to
accept the talks with Iran, aiming to reach an accommodation with Tehran. It seems that
Saudi officials believe they have no other option but to reduce bilateral tensions with
Iran through direct talks without preconditions.
Iran is likely to be the winner of any agreement with Saudi Arabia in Baghdad for two
reasons: First, the Raisi administration has frequently said the Tehran-led “axis of
resistance” has the unwavering support of its officials. Against this backdrop, it is
unlikely that Tehran would agree to Saudi desires to reduce Iranian power in the region,
while a more expansive Iranian footprint across the Middle East cannot be ruled out
even after an Iranian–Saudi agreement. In other words, Riyadh has been forced to reach
an accommodation with Iran in despair over the Biden White House. Therefore, Iran will
not give any important concessions to Saudi Arabia, with a possible agreement likely to
translate into a retreat for Riyadh. Also, an agreement would be a success for President
Raisi who had promised to bring about a positive shift in relations between Iran and its
neighbors.
Second, if Iran and Saudi Arabia reach a deal, it would pose a risk to Israel. While the
U.S. has shown no willingness to play its traditional role in the Middle East, Israeli
officials are attempting to bring Saudi Arabia and other Arab countries into a joint
coalition to counter Iranian activities. Also, the offer from Israel’s president to seek a
normalization of relations with Saudi Arabia can be seen in this light. A Saudi–Iranian
agreement would significantly undermine such Israeli plans. Also, it would affect other
Arab countries, pushing them to accept Iran’s growing role in the Middle East.
Last but not least, it could be suggested that there is a relationship between increasing
Iranian–Israeli tensions and Iranian–Saudi talks. Although Iranian officials may believe
that Israel is currently weakened, they are trying to use the renewed focus on the
Palestinian struggle (esp. among its Arab neighboring states) to keep Riyadh away from
Tel Aviv. Also, Tehran hopes that its talks with Riyadh would reduce its regional
challenges with Arab states wary of Iran, thus allowing it to focus more on Israel.
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After the fifth round of talks: On exaggerated expectations
After the fifth round of talks in Baghdad between Iran and Saudi Arabia, Iraq’s Prime
Minister Mustafa Al-Kadhimi said the negotiations have reached “advanced stages.” Also,
Iranian Foreign Ministry spokesman Saeed Khatibzadeh noted that the talks are
continuing “without interruption,” adding that Riyadh “ought to stop the war and
blockade in Yemen.”
Moreover, it should be noted that Supreme Leader Khamenei delivered a speech in a
meeting with Iranian Hajj officials. He criticized Iranian pilgrims who do shopping during
their pilgrimage to Saudi Arabia, urging them to buy souvenirs inside of Iran, adding that
“Why would you buy it there? Who do you want to help by doing so? At what price? What
is the spiritual price, apart from the worldly price?”
Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia welcomed the IAEA BoG’s resolution against Iran, calling upon
Tehran to fully cooperate with the Agency to resolve outstanding safeguards issues.
Simultaneously, it was reported that Riyadh aims to take an important step to normalize
relations with Tel Aviv. “If Hamas builds a relationship with Iran to protect themselves,
then why don’t we have a relationship with Israel against Iran to protect ourselves?”,
said one Saudi official. Moreover, Prince Faisal bin Farhan al-Saud, the Saudi foreign
minister, has recently said “We always envisioned that there will be full normalization
with Israel.”

Beyond the Headlines
Expectations over restoring ties between Saudi Arabia and Iran is another
oversimplification of the developments in the Middle East. It is often argued that the
Hajj and current talks in Baghdad are a sign of an impending normalization of relations
between Tehran and Riyadh and fostering cooperative relations in the Middle East more
generally.
In fact, an appreciation of what the two countries define their “national security” would
better allow us to realistically assess the fate of the talks between Riyadh and Tehran.
For its part, the Islamic Republic strictly insists on the expansion of its “axis of
resistance” as part of its “strategic depth”, which it believes is the main avenue of
providing security to Tehran. Such narratives and concomitant ambitions have been
reinforced since Ebrahim Raisi took the presidency. This Iranian strategy poses a threat
to the Saudi claim for the leadership of the Arab world as well as the “national security”
of the regime in Riyadh. On its part, the Saudi kingdom believes in normalizing relations
with Israel and in the long-term presence of U.S. troops in the region, both which are
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concerns for the Islamic Republic’s survival. Given such circumstances, promoting the
narrative that Iran and Saudi Arabia are drawing closer together is squarely at odds with
the still-dominant political-ideological zero-sum game atmosphere in the Middle East.

Iran in Syria After Russian Troop Reduction
From the beginning of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, new developments have
emerged in Syria, where Moscow has had the final say since 2015. While the Kremlin has
to reduce its military role in Syria, Jordan’s King Abdullah II said in mid-May that
“Whether people like to hear this or not, the presence of the Russians in the south in
Syria was a source of calm. That vacuum will be filled by the Iranians and their proxies,
so unfortunately we may be looking at an escalation of problems on our borders.”
Meanwhile, on May 20, The Jerusalem Post suggested that tension is rising near Israeli
borders due to increasing activities of Iran and Hezbollah. On the same day, former
Iranian Ambassador to Damascus Mohammad-Reza Bagheri referred to the importance
of the recent Bashar al-Assad visit to Tehran, adding that the Syrian president had
aimed to receive the advice of the Supreme Leader of the Islamic Republic in an inperson meeting, “particularly, regarding the withdrawal of Russian troops from Syria.”

Beyond the Headlines
Iranian officials have repeatedly demonstrated their ability to seizing upon
opportunities presented by their geopolitical rivals’ shortcomings, as seen after the 2003
U.S. invasion of Iraq and during the Arab Spring. While the Islamic Republic has played a
significant role on the ground in Syria, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has provided Tehran
the chance to expand its role in the Levant, toward creating a substantial margin over
other influential actors in that country.
Unlike Russia, for Iran, Syria is identified as part of its national security. This is mainly
rooted in Iranian authorities’ conviction that the fall of the Syrian regime will lead to a
domino effect, which eventually imperils the Islamic Republic’s survival. Therefore,
Tehran has hugely invested in Syria as the heart of its so-called West Asian “axis of
resistance.” Now, with the war on Ukraine, the Islamic Republic wants to expand its
footprint in Syria and the Levant region.
Meanwhile, if there is no appetite in the White House to effectively contain Iran’s
activities across the region, and with the decline of the Russian role in the Middle East,
Iran senses opportunities for itself. In fact, the reinforcement of Iran’s standing in Syria
will enable Tehran to claim a more assertive role in the Middle East, undermining U.S.
influence and convincing rival Arab countries to accept the Islamic Republic’s upper
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hand. And it was thanks to Russia that Israel was so confident that there would be no
insecurity on its border with Syria, but this can change in the future.
These developments in the Middle East will encourage the Islamic Republic to prolong
the Vienna talks to impose more pressure on the U.S. and the EU by Tehran’s mounting
regional bargaining leverage and its “nuclear escalation” strategy. Interestingly, a revival
of the JCPOA would also assist Iran to pursue its regional goals, financially nurtured by
the concomitant lifting of sanctions. Such dynamics, indeed, also show why in the case
of Iran an agreement limited to nuclear disputes cannot produce sweep changes.
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More Insights
Articles about the Iran protests following a building collapse in Abadan,
Khuzestan province
Ali Fathollah-Nejad & Rahman Bouzari, “A country in free fall, a corruptocracy in full
swing: Why a building collapse in Iran matters,” Washington, DC: Middle East Institute
(MEI), June 7.
Ali Fathollah-Nejad, “The Geography of Protests: Why Khuzestan Matters,” in: F. Schiavi
(ed.) Iran: No End to Mounting Protests, »MED This Week«, Milan: ISPI (Italian Institute for
International Political Studies), June 1.

Book presentation (video)
Ali Fathollah-Nejad – Iran in Emerging New World Order {video}, »Spotlighting an
Author« series, organized by the U.S.-based Iran 1400 Project, April 15.

Panel (video)
»The war in Ukraine: Repercussions in the world and in the Middle East« panel with Ali
Fathollah-Nejad (AUB-IFI), Marc Finaud (Head of Arms Proliferation, GCSP), Lina Arafat
(METO & fmr. Ambassador at Jordan’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Expatriates [MOFA]
& fmr. Director, Jordan Institute of Diplomacy), and Amb. Karim Haggag (Professor of
Practice & Director of Middle East Studies, American University in Cairo); organized by
the Geneva Centre for Security Policy (GCSP) and the Middle East Treaty Organization
(METO), Geneva (online), April 13.
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TV and video interviews
“Israeli preparedness for Iranian revenge: What is the nature of the expected escalation?
(in Arabic)” {from 14min}, mod. Dima Tarhini, DW (Deutsche Welle) Arabic, »Masaiya«,
May 30.
“What Role Could the EU Play In a Multipolar Middle East?,” TRT World, »Strait Talk«, May
20.
“Dr. Ali Fathollah-Nejad on Iran’s nuclear policy and the JCPOA,” interviewed by the Iran
Desk, ITSS (International Team for the Study of Security) Verona, May 19.
“Iran nuclear deal (JCPOA)” {video}, Instagram Live #LiveWithIFI, Issam Fares Institute for
Public Policy and International Affairs, American University of Beirut (AUB), April 12.

TV and video interviews
Borzou Daragahi, “»Abadan is heartbroken«: Grieving Iran protesters rage against regime
after building collapse,” The Independent, June 3.
Manuel Fernández, “Iraqi Kurdistan's oil industry targeted by pro-Iranian Shia militias,”
Atalyar (Madrid), May 6 | “La industria petrolera del Kurdistán iraquí, objetivo de las
milicias chiíes proiraníes” {Spanish transl.} | “L’industrie pétrolière du Kurdistan irakien
visée par les milices chiites pro-iraniennes” {French transl.}.
Noemi Verducci, “L’ostacolo russo nei negoziati di Vienna sul nucleare” [The Russian
obstacle to the nuclear negotiations in Vienna], Opinio Juris (Law & Politics Review)
(Italy), April 19.
Christian Schaudwet, “Rosatoms Versicherung gegen Sanktionen” [Rosatom’s insurance
against sanctions], Der Tagesspiegel (Berlin), April 13.
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